When you lower your stress and raise your
confidence, you're more successful and much
happier. But that's just part of the formula…
Past
Clients
Include:

SPEAKER TOPICS
The How of Life: Lifes Secret Formula for Success in Anything

Life is 10% what happens to you and 90%
how you react to it.

Nothing Stops You But You: Lifes Secret Formula for Confidence

But how do you know how to react to it?

Overcome Overwhelm: Lifes Secret Formula for Mastering Stress

How do you stay resourceful and
confident in the face of stress and
overwhelm?

Suicidal at five, Still here at 50: Depression is my gift. Or what depression taught me about
success?
You’ve been hypnotized! An amazing interactive demonstration of the incredible powers of
your mind and how to get those powers working for you instead of against you.

TESTIMONIALS
“I’m on the speaker circuit and I see a lot of motivational speakers combine a lot of things, Ken dubner is unique
out there. Why? Because he uses psychology to teach people how to reach from within and reach goals they’ve
never achieved before. It’s absolutely astounding. I recommend him.”
Jay Samit - Vice Chairman Deloitte Digital, International Speaker, Author of the Bestselling Book, Disrupt You!

“I saw Ken Dubner on stage a couple of years ago in Orlando and he changed my life to this day I am so thankful. ”
Andrew S. - Audience Member

“Ken’s Lecture was amazing , very entertaining, very funny, but also super educational. He is amazing!”
Orion Talmay - Speaker, Podcast Host

“He’ll take you to another level– teaching about it, and how it all impacts and comes together. That’s what I love
about him. You gotta have fun with him and let him Rock Your Stage!”
Robert Riopal - Author, Speaker, & Trainer for Success Resources America

“Ken has been coming to share his gifts at our big events and with our students for several years now. So we love
Ken and I can’t say enough about him. Ken Dubner has my full fledged 100% endorsement.”

Ken Dubner CHt, author of the upcoming book
Life’s Secret Formula. For over 22 years Ken
Dubner has been changing people’s lives by
teaching them to use their minds more effectively.
Helping clients multiply their confidence and
master their stress so they could perform better
and be happier. And in doing so he found the
“secret formula” that helps people make those
changes.
Amongst other cognitive modalities, Ken is an
internationally recognized expert in hypnosis. As
a result, over the years he’s done over a thousand
demonstrations and hypnosis stage shows. He has
presented shows, workshops, or hypnotized
clients in 10 countries on 4 different continents.
You will be astonished at what he can help you
change in your mindset and your life!

“ Tony Robbins with an
east coast edge! ”

Adam Markel - CEO of New Peaks (formally Peak Potentials)

818.209.2014

- Nate G.

info@kendubner.com
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